
 

 

Applications 
Due to the class-leading detection speed and ease of use of the EMILI 3 system, it is ideally 
suited for high-throughput lanes at airport security checkpoints. EMILI 3 can be used as a stand
-alone scanner or in conjunction with other equipment for false alarm resolution. For smaller 
airports it can be used as the frontline device to minimize delays. It provides a most economical 
solution with minimal maintenance required and low ongoing operational costs. The unit is port-
able to allow flexibility in the work space. It can be moved or relocated as required. The EMILI  
3 system can also be used for other security checkpoint applications such as for public events, 
at government establishments and hotels. 
 

Technology 
EMILI 3 uses a patented dual mode RF/microwave and IR sensor technology for detection. The 
properties of the substances are measured non-invasively through the container wall, ensuring 
that the container can remain sealed. 
  

Distinguishing capability 
Consumer liquids and gels in glass, plastic or ceramic bottles (either opaque or clear) and 
metal / metallised containers such as soft drinks, alcoholic drinks including spirits, perfumes, 
shower gels and medicines can be safely distinguished from potentially hazardous items such 
as liquid explosives and their precursors. Large and irregular shaped containers can be 
scanned, with volumes of around 50 ml to 5 litre. 

 ECAC Type B Liquid Explosive Detection 

System (LEDS) 

 ECAC Standard 3 approved  

 For Airport Checkpoint applications 

 Exceptionally fast 

 Simple operation and easy to use 

 Minimal training and installation 

 Economic / competitive cost 

 Low running and maintenance costs 

 Ideally suited for high throughput of items 

due to fast scan time 

 Used as front line device for smaller airports 
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Operation  
 

The EMILI 3 system has been designed to be easy to set up and use. The operation is most in-
tuitive, simple and straightforward, so minimal training or technical know-how is required. 
EMILI’s real-time operation provides unparalleled speed, allowing large numbers of items to be 
scanned quickly. Weighing a maximum of only 25kg, of small size and footprint and with no risk 
of ionizing radiation or other hazard, the EMILI units can be installed on any table top with no 
special services required. The units are completely self contained, requiring just mains power 
supply to function. The startup process takes just over a minute and is fully automatic. The bot-
tle or container under test is simply placed centrally on the sensor plate, and the results of the 
scan analysis are displayed almost immediately. The default scan displays are green for ‘pass’ 
and red for ‘fail’. On occasion, additional information may be required about the item under test. 
This is accomplished via data entry on the touch screen at the appearance of the orange screen 
selection menus. Following  data entry the final scan displays (green or red) will appear. After 
the analysis is complete and the container removed, the system recovers quickly and is ready 
for the next measurement scan. A summary of the measurement data of the items scanned is 
recorded and can be displayed on the screen or exported from the machine. The EMILI 3 meas-
urement process is fully automatic with no door closing or additional lever pulling necessary. 
Verification of correct operation is simple and can be done quickly at the start of each shift. The 
system software is configurable to allow for different display colours and languages if required 
(default being English). If necessary the units can be relocated or transported immediately after 
switching off; no long warm up or cool down phase is required. While the technology employed 
in the EMILI systems does not require regular maintenance to replace any consumables, peri-
odic service checks by the authorised local service agent are of course recommended. 

 
Technical Data 

 

Line power: (230 / 110 V AC, < 50 W)  

Dimensions: (H x W x D) 720 x 540 x 540 mm  

Weight: EMILI 3 25 kg  

Display: 27 cm LCD touch screen  

Interface: USB Adaptor  

Display languages: English (default), other languages on request 

Note:  No high voltage, no ionizing radiation, no static magnetic fields. 

Emitted electromagnetic fields comply with safety and EMC standards.   

 

For further information contact our sales partners: 

 
 

Link Microtek Ltd. 

High Point, Church Road 

Basingstoke, Hampshire 

RG21 7QN , United Kingdom 

Phone: +44 (0)1256 355771 

E-mail: sales@linkmicrotek.com 

www.linkmicrotek.com  

Globes Elektronik GmbH 
Berliner Platz 12 
74072 Heilbronn 
Germany 
Phone +49 7131 78100 
E-mail: globes@globes.de 
www.globes.de 
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